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In this paper we define and study certain von Neumann algebra invariants
associated to the Dirac operator acting on L2 spinors on the universal covering
space of a compact, Riemannian spin manifold. We first study a NovikovShubin
type invariant, which is a conformal invariant but which is not independent of the
choice of metric. However, we prove results which give evidence that this invariant
may always be positive. When the NovikovShubin type invariant is positive, we
can define the von Neumann algebra determinant of the Dirac Laplacian and the
corresponding element in the determinant line of the space of L2 harmonic spinors
on the universal covering space, which we also compute for certain locally sym-
metric spaces. Finally, we study a von Neumann algebra eta invariant associated to
the Dirac operator and we show that it is sometimes an obstruction to the existence
of metrics of positive scalar curvature.  1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we define and study certain von Neumann algebra
invariants associated to the Dirac operator acting on L2 spinors on the
universal covering space M of a compact Riemannian spin manifold (M, g).
However our results also apply to normal covering spaces of such
manifolds.
We begin by studying the von Neumann algebra spectral density func-
tion N(*) of the Dirac Laplacian and b( g)=lim*  0+ N(*) which denotes
the von Neumann dimension of the space of L2 harmonic spinors on M .
We will see that both b( g) and the small * asymptotics of N(*) are confor-
mal invariants of M. We give an example which shows that they are not
independent of the choice of metric on M. If N(*)&b( g) td *:( g) for small
* (see Definition 1.2), then we prove results which give evidence that :( g)
may always be positive. The results in this section are inspired by the
papers of Gromov and Shubin [12], Lott [16] and the author [18],
where the invariants associated to the Laplacian of the deRham complex
were studied. When :( g) is positive, we define the von Neumann algebra
determinant of the Dirac Laplacian and the corresponding element in the
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determinant line of the space of L2 harmonic spinors on the universal
covering space M , following the paper of Carey, Farber and the author [6]
where situation concerning the deRham complex was studied, and we com-
pute it for certain locally symmetric spaces.
Finally, we study a von Neumann algebra eta invariant associated to the
Dirac operator acting on L2 spinors on M . We do not assume here that
:( g) is positive. For a class of fundamental groups, we show that this eta
invariant is independent of the choice of metric on M. If the fundamental
group is a finite extension of a free abelian group, we show that this eta
invariant is an obstruction of the existence of metrics of positive scalar
curvature on M.
1. NOVIKOV-SHUBIN TYPE INVARIANTS
Let (M, g) be a closed Riemannian spin manifold. In this section, we
define and study a Novikov-Shubin type invariant associated to the Dirac
operator acting on L2 spinors on the universal cover M . We first consider
the case when the dimension of M is even and equal to 2n. Then there are
hermitian vector bundles of half spinors S +  M and S &  M and
S =S +S &  M on the universal cover M of M.
Let C c (M , S ) denote the space of compactly supported smooth sections
of S  M and L2(M , S ) the Hilbert space of square integrable sections. Let
3 +g : L
2(M , S +)  L2(M , S &)
denote the Dirac operator. Its formal adjoint is
3 &g : L
2(M , S &)  L2(M , S +).
The associated Dirac Laplacians are 3 +g 3
&
g and 3
&
g 3
+
g . They are essentially
self-adjoint operators on L2(M , S &) and L2(M , S +) respectively. We use
the same notation for the closure of these operators, which are then self-
adjoint. Therefore they have spectral resolutions
2 +=3 &g 3
+
g =| * dE+(*) and 2 &=3 +g 3 &g =| * dE&(*).
We know by parabolic regularity theory that the heat operators e &t2 g
+
and
e&t2 g
&
have smooth Schwartz kernels k+(t, x, y) and k&(t, x, y). Since the
heat operators commute with ?1(M )=?, it follows that tr(k+(t, x, x)) and
tr(k&(t, x, x)) are ?-invariant smooth functions on M . The von Neumann
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trace, {, was first defined by Atiyah [2], and can be applied to the heat
operator,
%+(t, g)#{(e&t2
 g
+
)#|
M
tr(k+(t, x, x)) dx
and
%&(t, g)#{(e&t2
 g
&
)=|
M
tr(k&(t, x, x)) dx.
%+(t, g) and %&(t, g) are known as the von Neumann theta functions of the
Dirac operator on M . The spectral projections are {-trace class, that is,
N+(*, g)#{(E+(*))=|
*
0
{(dE+(+))
e*t |
*
0
e&+t{(dE +(+))e*t{(e&t2 g
+
)<.
Similarly
N&(*, g)#{(E&(*))<.
N+(*, g) and N&(*, g) are known as the von Neumann spectral density
functions of the Dirac operator on M . Let b+( g)=dim?(E +(0))#
?(E+(0)) and b&( g)=dim?(E&(0))#{(E&(0)) denote the von Neumann
dimensions, dim? of the space of L2 harmonic half spinors on M . Then
b+( g)=lim*  0+ N+(*, g) and b&( g)=lim*  0& N&(*, g).
We now define
:
 +
( g)=lim inf
*  0+
log[N+(*, g)&b+( g)]
log *
=lim inf
t  
&
log[%+(t, g)&b+( g)]
log t
.
The equality above follows from an abstract one which is proved in the
appendix of [12]. We also define the numbers
: +( g)=lim sup
*  0+
log[N+(*, g)&b+( g)]
log *
: $+( g)=lim sup
t  
&
log[%+(t, g)&b+( g)]
log t
which satisfy the inequality : +( g): $+( g). We can similarly define : &
( g),
: &( g) and : $&( g).
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In the case when the dimension of M is odd, there is a bundle of spinors
S  M and the Dirac operator
 3 g : L2(M , S )  L2(M , S )
is essentially self-adjoint. We can define all the invariants in this case also.
Lemma 1.4. There is a closed spin manifold M having the property that
:(g){:(g$), where g and g$ are Riemannian metrics on M.
Proof. Consider the closed spin manifold M=Tn_S 3 where n is odd.
Let $ denote the Euclidean metric on Tn and g metric on S 3. Then the von
Neumann trace of the heat operator on the universal cover is
%M (t, $_g)=%Rn(t, $ ) %S3(t, g).
In particular, the von Neumann dimension of the space of L2 harmonic
spinors on the universal cover M is given by bM ($_g)=bRn($ ) bS3( g).
Since there are no L2 harmonic spinors on Rn, we see that bM ($_g)=0.
%M (t, $_g)=%Rn(t, $ ) %S3(t, g)
=%Rn(t, $ )[%S3(t, g)&bS3( g)]+bS3( g) %Rn(t, $ )
td {t
&n2
t&
as t   if bS3( g){0
as t   if bS3( g)=0
Both these possibilities occur as by results of Hitchin [13], there are
metrics g1 , g2 on S3 for which bS
3
( g1)=0 and bS
3
( g2){0. Therefore
:($_g1)= and :($_g2)=n2. Therefore :( g) is not independent of the
choice of metric g on M. K
Theorem 1.5. Let (M, g) be a closed Riemannian spin manifold. If there
is a conformally equivalent metric on M which has non-negative scalar
curvature, then : ( g): $( g):

( g)r2 where r denotes the growth of
?1(M )=?. In particular all there numbers are positive.
Proof. Assume that the dimension of M is odd. The even dimensional
case is similar. Without loss of generality, we can assume that k(g)0. By
the Weitzenbo ck formula
 3 2g={ * { + 14k( g){ * { .
Let 2 0 denote the Laplacian acting on L2 functions on the universal cover
M . Then
%(t, g)={(e&t 3
2
g){(e&t2 0)Ct&r2,
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where the next to last inequality is Kato’s inequality [20], and the last
inequality is due to Varapoulous [26]. This proves the theorem. K
In this next theorem, we suitably modify a perturbation argument due to
[16].
Theorem 1.6. Let (M, g) be a closed Riemannian spin manifold. Assume
that ?1(M ) is an extension of a free abelian group by a finite group. Then
:(g)>0 is positive rational number.
Proof. Since :( g) doesn’t change under finite covers, we can assume
without loss of generality that ?1(M) is the free abelian group Zn.
Let :% : Zn  U(1) be a character, that is
:%(n)=exp(% } n), n # Zn
and % # RnZn=Tn. Then the Hilbert space l 2(Zn) decomposes as a direct
integral of 1-dimensional spaces
l 2(Zn)$|
% # Tn
C% d%,
where the isomorphism above is
f ( g)  |
% # Tn
F(%, g) d%, g # Zn,
where
F(%, g)= :
n # Zn
: 0(n) f ( g+n), g # Zn.
The left regular representation \ of Zn and the von Neumann trace under
this decomposition become
\=|
% # Tn
:0 d%
and
{( \(n))=|
% # Tn
tr(:%(n)) d%, n # Zn.
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Therefore it is straightforward to see that
{(e&t2 +)=|
% # Tn
Tr(e&t2%
+
) d%,
where
2+% =(3 g:%)& (3 g:%)+
and
(3 g:%)+: L2(M, S +L%)  L2(M, S &L%)
denotes the Dirac operator on M twisted by the flat bundle L% by the
character :% . We next wish to apply standard perturbation theory, but to
do so we first need to unitarily transform the operators 2+0 to act on the
same Hilbert space. This is done as follows. Let a =[aj]lj=1 be a basis of
harmonic 1-forms on M such that if # is a loop based at V # M which
represents n # ?1(M, V), then # a =n . Consider the operator
3 +g, %=3 +g +i :
l
j=1
%j c(aj),
where c(aj) denote Clifford multiplication by the 1-form aj . Then
3 +g, % : L2(M, S +)  L2(M, S &)
and the associated Dirac Laplacian 3 &g, %3 +g, % is easily seen to be unitarily
equivalent to 2+% , and we denote it by the same symbol.
Since 2+% is quadratic in %, it is an analytic family and it satisfies the con-
ditions of being of type (A) [22]. By theorem XII.13 of [22], the eigen-
values *i (%) of 2+% are locally analytic in %. It follows that for =>0, the set
[%, *i (%)) : *i (%)=], % # Tn can be written as the union of the graphs of a
finite number of locally analytic functions on Tn. By choosing a sufficiently
fine open covering (U:)s:=1 of [% # T
n : *i (%)= for some i] and a partition
of unity [ \:]s:=1 subordinate to this cover, there are non-negative analytic
functions [ f:, ;]n:;=1 defined on U: such that
{(e&t2 +)= :
s
:=1
:
n:
;=1
|
U:
\:(%) e&tf:, ;(%) d%+0(e&=t).
If f:, ; is zero in an open subset of U: , then it corresponds to an eigenvalue
*i (%) which vanishes identically on Tn and gives a contribution to the
t-independent part of {(e&t2 +), so it is a part of b+( g). Therefore
{(e&t2 +)=b+( g)+ :
s
:=1
:
m:
;=1
|
U:
\:(%) e&tg:;(%) d%+0(e&=t),
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where [ g:;]m:;=1 are non-negative and not identically zero. If all the func-
tions [ g:;]m:;=1 are bounded away from zero, then :( g)=. Otherwise by
the theory of asymptotic integrals [17],
{(e&t2 +)=b+( g)+0(t&:( g)(log t)k)
for some positive rational number :( g)>0, proving the theorem. K
Lemma 1.7. Let (M, g) and (N, h) be closed Riemannian spin manifolds.
Suppose that either b+( g)=0 or b&( g)=0, (or b( g)=0 when dim M is
odd) that is, one of the half spaces of L2 harmonic spinors on M vanishes.
If :(M, g)>0, then :(M_N, g_h)>0.
Proof. Let M be even dimensional and N be odd dimensional. All other
cases are argued similarly
%M _N (t, g_h)=%+M (t, g) %N (t, h).
In particular bM _N ( g_h)=b+M ( g) bN (h). Hence by our hypothesis, we see
that bM _N ( g_h)=0, so that
%M _N (t, g_h)Ct&:(M, g),
that is
:(M_N, g_h):(M, g)>0. K
We end this section with two conjectures. We begin with the mild one.
Conjecture 1. The condition :( g)>0 is independent of the choice of
metric g on M.
We remark that the number :( g) does in general depend on the metric
g on M, as shown in Lemma 1.4.
Conjecture 2. :( g)>0 for every closed Riemannian spin manifold
(M, g).
We remark that we have shown in Theorem 1.6 that :( g)>0 if ?1(M ) is
a finite extension of a free abelian group. Clearly if Conjecture 2 is true,
then so is Conjecture 1.
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2. VON NEUMANN ALGEBRA DETERMINANTS AND
DETERMINANTS LINES
Suppose that (M, g) is closed n-dimensional Riemannian spin manifolds
such that :( g)>0. In this section, we define the von Neumann algebra
determinant of the Dirac Laplacian 2 + on M following ideas of [6] and
[4], where the deRham complex was studied. We also compute these num-
bers for certain locally symmetric spaces.
Define the L2 zeta function of the Dirac operator as
‘+(s, g, *)=
1
1(s) |

0
ts&1e&*t[%+(t, g)&b+( g)] dt
on the half-plane R(s)>n2, and for *>0.
We first prove
Theorem 2.1. ‘+(s, g, *) is a holomorphic function in the half-plane
R(s)>n2 and has a meromorphic continuation to C with no pole at s=0.
Moreover, under the hypothesis that :( g)>0, the limit lim*  0 (s‘+)
(0, g, *) exists and is denoted by ‘$+(0, g, 0). Also the value of ‘+(s, g, *) at
s=0, *=0 is given by
‘+(0, g, 0)={&b
+( g)+cn2
&b+( g)
if n is even
if n is odd
Here cn2 is a local term, which is the n2th coefficient arising in the small
time asymptotic expansion of the heat kernel, cf. Eq. (2.1) below
Proof. Using [23], we have an asymptotic expansion on t  0+ of
%+(t)
%+(t, g)tt&n2 :

j=0
t jcj as t  0+.
In particular, %+(t, g)Ct&n2 for 0t1, which shows that ‘+(s, g, *)
is well defined on the half-plane R(s)>n2. Clearly

s
‘+(s, g, *)=0
here, that is, ‘+(s, g, *) is holomorphic in this half-plane. The meromorphic
continuation of ‘+(s, g, *) to the half-plane R(s)>n2&N is obtained by
considering the first N terms of the asymptotic expansion above (2.1)
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‘+(s, g, *)=&
b+( g)
1(s)
:

j=0
(&*) j
(s+ j) j !
+
1
1(s)
__ :
0i+ jN
ci (&*) j
(s+i+ j&n2) j!
+RN (s, *)&
+
1
1(s) |

1
ts&1e&*t[%+(t, g)&b+( g)] dt, (2.2)
where RN(s, *) is holomorphic in the half plane R(s)>n2&N. For N
large enough, one sees that RN(s, *) is holomorphic in a neightborhood of
s=0. Since the Gamma function has a simple pole at s=0, we observe that
the meromorphic continuation of ‘+(s, g, *), also denoted by ‘+(s, g, *),
has no pole at s=0.
Next we observe from Eq. (2.2) that lim*  0 ‘$+(s, g, *) exists whenever
1 t
&1[%+(t, g)&b+( g)] dt<. But this is the case under the hypothesis
:( g)>0. Finally ‘+(0, g, 0) is easily calculated using Eq. (2.2). K
Definition 2.2. Suppose that :( g)>0. Then the von Neumann algebra
determinant of the Dirac Laplacian 2 + on M is defined as
Det{(2 +)=exp(&‘$+(0, g, 0)).
Remark 2.3. (1) It is clear from the proof of Theorem 2.1 that the
definition above makes sense even under the weaker ‘‘determinant class’’
condition 1 t
&1[%+(t, g)&b+( g)] dt<. Moreover, this condition
depends only on the conformal class of the Riemannian metric g.
(2) Det{(2 +) clearly only depends on the conformal class of the
Riemannian metric g.
(3) If one considers a smooth family of metrics t  gt which satisfy
the determinant class condition, the corresponding family of von Neumann
determinants of Dirac operators is not necessarily smooth, as is well
known in the case of compact manifolds. Therefore we will next define the
von Neumann determinant of the Dirac operator as an element in the
determinant line of the space of L2 harmonic spinors on the universal
cover, following [6] and [21], which will have the desired smoothness
property.
2.1. Determinant Lines
Here we will review some of the results on the FugledeKadison determi-
nant and on determinant lines of Hibertian modules over finite von
Neumann algebras. The results of this section are mainly from the paper
[6].
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Let A be a finite von Neumann algebra with a fixed faithful finite nor-
mal trace { : A  C. Let * denote the involution on A. Then A has a scalar
product (a, b)={(b*a) for a, b # A. Let l 2(A) denote the completion of
A with respect to this scalar product.
A Hilbert A module is a Hilbert space M together with a continuous left
A module structure such that there is an isometric A-linear embedding of
M into l2(A)H for some Hilbert space H (A acts trivially on H ). Note
that the embedding is not part of the structure. M is said to be finitely
generated if H can be chosen above to be finite dimensional.
A Hilbert module has a particular scalar product. If we ignore the scalar
product, we get what we call a Hilbertian A module, more precisely a
Hilbertian A module is a topological vector space M with a left A-module
structure such that there is a scalar product ( , ) on M which generates
the topology of M, and such that (M, ( , ) ) is Hilbert A module.
Any scalar product ( , ) on M as above will be called admissible.
Suppose that ( , ) is another scalar product on M. Then there is an
operator A : M  M such that (v, w) 1=(Av, w) which satisfies
(1) A is a linear homeomorphism since ( , ) and ( , ) 1 define the
same topology,
(2) A is self adjoint with respect to ( , ),
(3) A is positive,
(4) A commutes with A.
Any two admissible scalar products on a Hilbertian A-module give rise to
isomorphic Hilbert A-modules. In particular, if we choose an admissible
scalar product on M, it becomes a Hilbert A module and the von
Neumann dimension dim{ (M), which is defined as the von Neumann trace
(defined in the next paragraph) of the orthogonal projection from
l 2(A)H onto M, is independent of the choice of admissible scalar
product.
The commutant of M, B(M) is the algebra of all bounded linear
operators commuting with A. Then there is a canonical trace on B(M),
Tr{ defined as follows: If M were free, is isomorphic to l 2(A)Ck, then
B(M) consists of k_k matrices with entries in A, acting on the right and
for f # B(M),
Tr{( f )= :
k
i=1
{( fii)
is the trace. In the general case, Tr{( f )=Tr{(iM b f b ?M), where iM denotes
the embedding of M into a free module and ?M denotes the projection
from the free module onto M.
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Let GL(M) denote the group of all invertible operators in the commutant
of M, B(M). Then there is a determinant function, which is the analogue
in the finitely generated case of Definition 2.2,
Det{ : GL(M)  R+
called the FugledeKadison determinant [11], which satsifies
(1) Det{(AB)=Det{(A) Det{(B),
(2) Det{(*I )=|*| dim{ (M) for * # C,
(3) Det*{(A)=Det{(A)* for *>0,
(4) Det{ is continuous in the norm topology on GL(M).
Its definition is as follows [6]: Let A # GL(M) and At be a piecewise
smooth path from the identity to A (since GL(M) is connected, cf. [9]).
Define
log Det{(A)=|
1
0
R Tr(A&1t A4 t) dt. (2.3)
where R denotes the real part. Using a result of Araki, Smith and Smith
[1], if t  At is a loop, then 10 R Tr{(A
&1
t A4 t) dt=0, so that (2.3) is well
defined.
Let M be a finitely generated Hilbertian A-module. Define the determi-
nant line of M, denoted by det M, to be the real vector space generated by
the symbols ( , ), one for each admissible scalar product on M, with the
following relations: ( , ) 1 , ( , ) 2 are admissible scalar products on M,
then
( , ) 2=Det{(A)&12 ( , ) 1 ,
where A # GL(M), A>0 and
(v, w) 2=(Av, w) 1 \v, w # M.
It has been shown in [6] that det(M) is a real one dimensional vector
space.
Since ker 2 +/L2(M , S +), we obtain an admissible scalar product on
ker 2 + and, therefore a nonzero element in det(ker 2 +), which we denote
by
.~ =.~ ( g) # det(ker 2 +),
where g denotes the Riemannian metric on M.
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Definition 2.4. Suppose that :( g)>0. Then the von Neumann algebra
determinant element of the Dirac Laplacian 2 + on M is defined as
.2 +( g)=Det{(2 +) .~ ( g) # det(ker 2 +),
where Det{(2 +) is as in Definition 2.2.
Remark 2.5. (1) Again it is clear from the proof of Theorem 2.1 that
the definition above makes sense even under the weaker ‘‘determinant
class’’ condition, 1 t
&1[%+(t, g)&b+( g)] dt<. Moreover, this condi-
tion depends only on the conformal class of the Riemannian metric g.
(2) .2 +( g) clearly only depends on the conformal class of the
Riemannian metric g.
(3) If one considers a smooth family of metrics t  gt which satisfy
the determinant class condition, the corresponding family t  .2 +( gt) is
smooth, which can be shown by a variational argument similar to that in
[7], [4]. Details will be given elsewhere.
2.2. Calculations
Let G be a connected Lie group and K a maximal compact subgroup.
Let 1 be a closed, discrete, co-compact, torsion-free subgroup of G. Then
M=1"GK is a locally symmetric space. Assume for instance that the
dimension of M is odd. The Lie algebra of G, g=kp and dimension of
p is odd. Here k is the Lie algebra of K and p its complement. Let
8 : K  SO(p) be the homomorphism induced by restricting the adjoint
action of G to K. We will assume that 8 lifts to Spin(p); this is always
possible if we take a double cover of G and of K. Spin(p) has an irreducible
complex half-spin module Sp since dimension of p is odd. It has a
K-module structure via 8. The spin bundle is then S=G_K Sp  GK.
Choose a G-invariant metric on GK. Then the Dirac Laplacian 2 and its
heat kernel are also G-invariant. It is clear that
{(e&t2 )=C(t) vol(1"GK),
where C(t) does not depend on 1. Therefore the zeta function is also of the
same form.
‘(s, *)=D(s, *) vol(1"GK )
Finally the von Neumann algebra determinant of the Dirac Laplacian
Det{(2 )=exp(C vol(1"GK)), (2.4)
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where C is a constant which does not depend on 1. A similar result is true
when the dimension of M is even.
We next calculate this constant C for various locally symmetric spaces.
For closed flat n-manifolds, G=the double cover of the Euclidean group of
motions in Rd, K=Spin(d ). Then the trace of the heat kernel on L2 spinors
on Rd is given by the expression
%+(t)=2d2 } (4?t)&d2 } vol(M),
where d=2n. Then the meromorphic extension of ‘+(s, *) is
‘+(s, *)=2d2
vol(M) 1(s&d2) *&s+d2
1(s)(4?)d2
.
Therefore
‘$+(0, *)= lim
s  0
1(s) ‘+(s, *)=2d2
vol(M) 1(&d2) *d2
(4?)d2
.
Therefore, ‘$+(0, 0)=lim*  0 ‘$+(0, *)=0. We summarise this below.
Theorem 2.6. Let (M, g) be a closed, flat, spin manifold. Then
:( g)=dim(M)2 and Det{(2 +)=1.
Now let M be a closed hyperbolic manifold. This is a rank one locally
symmetric space with G=Spin(1, d ) and K=Spin(d ). We will use some
results of Camporesi [5] to compute the constant C in formula (2.4) in
some cases. We first describe the Dirac Laplacian in group theoretic terms.
The Casimir operator on G induces a Casimir operator 0 on GK acting
on the space of L2 sections of the homogeneous vector bundle of half
spinors on GK. Then the Dirac Laplacian 2 + is &0&d16. Let ! denote
the spin representation of Spin(d ) on Sd (!+ , !& denote the half spin
representations on S+d , S
&
d when d is even).
Consider the Iwasawa decomposition G=KAN where A has dimension
one. Let V be the centralizer of A in K.
When d is odd then G has no discrete series representations of G and the
principal series representations of G are parameterized by V _R (here V
denotes the unitary dual of V ), which carries a smooth Plancherel density
+(_, &) [14]. On each line __R, +(_, &) is of the form P_(&) d&,
where P_(&) is an even polynomial of degree d&1. For the half spin
representation
P_(&)=c(d ) ‘
(d&1)2
j=1
(&2+( j& 12)
2),
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where c(d )=?(22(d&2)1(d2)2) where d is odd. When d is even, in addition
to the principal series representations described above, G has also discrete
series representations. The Plancherel measure is given for the 12 spin
representations by
P_(&)=c(d ) & coth(?&) ‘
(d&2)2
j=1
(&2+ j 2),
where the product is omitted when d=2. See [5] for the derivation.
Lemma 2.7. On the principal series representations ?_, & , the Dirac
Laplacian acts as &2, that is,
2 +=&2 on ?_, & .
The following is one of the main calculations in this section.
Theorem 2.8. Let M=1"GK be a closed hyperbolic manifold of dimen-
sion equal to d. Then one has,
(i) :( g)={
1
2
1
when d is odd
when d is even.
(ii) Det{(2 +)={1exp(C vol(M))
when d is odd
when d is even.
Here C{0 is a constant which does not depend on 1.
Proof. Part (i). When d is even, %+(t)=(0 e
&t&2P_(&) d&) 2d2 } vol(M).
We then use the identity
coth(?&)=1+
2
e2?&&1
and the explicit form for the Plancherel measure to see that
%+(t)= g(d ) vol(M)[t&1+0(t&2)]
for some positive constant g(d ), proving the result in this case. When d is
odd, using the explicit form for the Plancherel measure, we see that
%(t)= g$(d ) vol(M)[t&12+0(t&32)]
for some positive constant g$(d ).
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Part (ii). From the explicit form of the Plancherel measure, we see
that when d is odd that %+(t) is a polynomial in t&12. Hence one estab-
lishes the result by an argument similar to that given earlier for flat
manifolds.
When d is even, we easily see that
‘+(s, *)=c$(d ) |

0
(&2+*)&s & coth(?&) ‘
(d&2)2
j=1
(&2+ j 2) d&, (2.5)
where the product is omitted when d=2. Here c$(d )=c(d ) 2d2 vol(M).
Using the identity coth(?&)=1+(2(e2?&&1)) we see that (2.5) becomes
=c$(d ) _|

0
(&2+*)&s & ‘
(d&2)2
j=1
(&2+ j 2) d&
+2 |

0
(&2+*)&s & > (d&2)2j=1 (&
2+ j 2) d&
(e2?&&1) & .
From this expression, it is clear that the meromorphic extension of ‘+(s, *)
to a neighbourhood of s=0 is given by
‘+(s, *)=2c$(d ) |

0
(&2+*)&s & > (d&2)2j=1 (&
2+ j 2) d&
(e2?&&1)
and
‘$+(0, 0)=&4c$(d ) |

0
& > (d&2)2j=1 (&
2+ j 2) log & d&
(e2?&&1)
,
where the product is omitted if d=2. This integral is not equal to zero and
for d=2, the constant C has an approximate value of 2.078 upto an error
of 0.001. K
3. VON NEUMANN ALGEBRA ETA INVARIANTS
In this section, we study a von Neumann algebra eta invariants
associated to the Dirac operator acting on L2 spinors on a normal covering
M of a compact spin manifold M. We do not assume here that :( g) is
positive. For a large class of fundamental groups, we show that this eta
invariant is independent of the choice of metric on M. If the fundamental
group is a finite extension of a free abelian group, we show that this eta
invariant is an obstruction to the existence of metrics of positive scalar cur-
vature on M.
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Let M be closed, connected spin manifold of odd dimension. Let g be a
Riemannian metric on M and g^ the induced metric on a normal covering
space ?  M  M. Let
3 g : L2(M, S )  L2(M, S )
denote the Dirac operator on (M, g) and
 3 g : L2(M , S )  L2(M , S )
the induced Dirac operator on (M , g^). The eta invariants associated to
these operators are
’(M, g)=
1
1(12) |

0
t&12 Tr(3 ge&t3
2
g) dt
and
’(2)(M , g^)=
1
1(12) |

0
t&12{( 3 ge&t 3
2
g) dt.
See [3], [8], [24] for details regarding the convergence of these integrals.
We also define
!(M, g)= 12 [’(M, g)&dim(ker(3 g))]
and
!(2)(M, g)= 12[’(2)(M, g)&dim
?
(ker( 3 g))].
Here dim? denotes the von Neumann dimension.
Let LQ denote the class of finitely presented discrete groups 1 such that
the von Neumann algebra index of any 1-invariant elliptic operator acting
on L2 sections of a 1-covering of a closed manifold is a rational number.
Then LQ contains all finite groups and all finitely generated virtually
Abelian discrete groups, which is a result due to Donelly [10]. Also let
LZ/LQ denote the class of finitely presented discrete groups 1 such that
the von Neumann algebra index takes values in Z. Then LZ contains all
torsion-free finitely generated Abelian groups, cf. [10]. Using ideas of Lin-
nell [15], it can be shown that both LZ and LQ are closed under the
operation of taking extensions of groups. One can conjecture that LQ con-
tains all finitely presented groups and LZ contains all torsion-free finitely
presented groups, as no counterexamples are known to the author.
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Definition 3.1. Define the RQ-valued L2 \ invariant as
\Q(M , ?)#[’(2)(M , g^)&’(M, g)] mod Q
if ? # LQ , and the RZ-valued L
2 \ invariant as
\Z(M , ?)#[’(2)(M , g^)&’(M, g)] mod Z
if ? # LZ . Note that \Q(M , ?) # RQ and \Z(M , ?) # RZ.
Theorem 3.2. (1) If ? # LQ , then \Q(M , ?) is independent of the
choice of Riemannian metric on M.
(2) If ? # LZ , then \Z(M , ?) is independent of the choice of
Riemannian metric on M.
Proof. Let t  gt , t # I denote a smooth family of metrics on M. It
defines a metric g = gt+dt2 on M_I. By the Atiyah, Patodi and Singer
index theorem for manifolds with boundary (see [3]), we have
!(M, g1)&!(M, g0)=|
M_I
A ( g )&index(3 g ). (3.1)
By Ramachandran’s von Neumann algebra index theorem for manifolds
with boundary (see [24]), we have
!(2)(M , g^1)&!(2)(M , g^0)=|
M_I
A ( g )&index?( 3 g ). (3.2)
Subtracting (3.1) from (3.2), we get
!(2)(M , g^1)&!(M, g1)=!(2)(M , g^0)&!(M, g0)
+index(3 g )&index?( 3 g ). (3.3)
To prove part (1), we note that by assumption, index?( 3 g ) # Q and we get
the result by reducing Eq. (3.2) modulo Q. The poroof of part (2) is
similar. K
Theorem 3.3. Let ? be a finite extension of a free Abelian group, and
assume that M admits a metric of positive scalar curvature. Then
\Q(M , ?)=0. If in addition ? is torsion-free, then \Z(M , ?)=0.
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Proof. Let ?=?1(M). By assumption, there is an exact sequence of
groups
1  Zn  ?  G  1, (3.4)
where G is finite of order q, and therefore ? is in LQ , by the remarks above.
Any non-trivial character % of Zn induces a unitary representation
(:% , H%) of ? by Mackey induction.
Let d% denote normalized Haar measure on T n. Using [9] and (3.4), we
observe that we can decompose l 2(?) as follows
l 2(?)$|
% # Tn
H% d%,
where the isomorphism above can be written explicitly as
f ( g)  |
% # T n
F(%, g) d%,
where F(%, g)=t # Zn : %(z) f ( gz), f # L
2(?).
The regular representation \ of ? and the von Neumann trace under this
decomposition becomes
\=|
% # T n
:% d%
and
{(\(#))=|
% # T n
1
q
{G(:%(#)) d% for all # # Z.
This is essentially because the regular representation \ of ? is obtained by
inducing the regular representation ; of Zn to ?. Since ;=% # Tn :% d%, we
can obtain the above provided we can justify the interchange of direct
integral and induction. But this is standard, cf. [19].
Let 3 g:% denote the Dirac operator on M with coefficients in the flat
bundle over M which is defined by :% . Then the following identities follow
from [19], Theorems 3.2 and 3.3:
{( 3 ge& 3
2
g)=|
% # T n
1
q
Tr(3 g:%e&t(3 g:%)
2
) d%
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and
\Q(M , ?)=|
% # T n
\Q(M, :% , id ) d%,
where
\Q(M, :% , id )=[!(M, :% , g)&!(M, id, g)] modulo Q.
Therefore by [20], Theorem 3.2, we see that \Q(M , ?) vanishes. If in addi-
tion we know that ? is torsion-free, then it is in LZ , and we can now repeat
the proof above with \Q replaced by \Z , completing the proof of the
theorem. K
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